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Abstract 

The use of individual genomic risk factors to predict the onset of common diseases is one of 

the main promises of personalized medicine. This paper aims to contribute to the 

understanding of how genetic susceptibility shapes clinical practice, by drawing on non-rare 

thrombophilia (NRT) tests, a common diagnostic technique for congenital predisposition to 

venous thromboembolism (VTE).  

Adopting a diachronic approach, we describe the trajectory of NRT usage and its professional 

regulation since the discovery of NRT variants in the mid-90s. Empirical materials combine 

biomedical literature, guidelines and recommendations, and interviews with key actors. We 

show a rapid adoption of these tests by clinicians, followed by a controversy over their clinical 

utility after epidemiological evaluations of NRT test demonstrated a low capacity to predict 

VTE in individual carriers. Indeed, alternative views on what should count as clinical utility led 

to heterogeneous professional regulations. Some clinicians favoured statistical and 

individualized predictions of risk and proposed a cessation of test prescription in the 

management of VTE. Others praised the context-specific clinical values of the tests that 

integrated their connection with aetiology and implications for prevention in healthy 

relatives, and therefore adopted less stringent regulatory principles. We identify three 
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features of these genetic susceptibility tests that are central in this regulatory trajectory: two 

epistemological interpretations of the tests - as a molecular determinant of disease and as a 

multifactorial risk factor for VTE- that are alternatively aligned or opposed to each other; the 

connections established between different clinical contexts through test use and the 

correlated possibility of proposing preventive actions for relatives; the centrality of the tests 

in various clinical contexts regarding decisions about pharmacological treatment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

In the early ‘90s, the discovery of several genetic mutations, such as the celebrated 

APOE mutation associated with Alzheimer’s, set out a new use of genetics based on 

susceptibility. This shift from rare, familial, monogenic diseases, to a wide range of 

multifactorial, common conditions extended the scope and brought new meanings to human 

genetics (Bourgain, 2019; Lock, 2005). Genomic susceptibility has been described as a vector 

of more complex epistemological models in genomic research that challenge genetic 

reductionism, but which nevertheless lead to new forms of control and responsibility over 

health and wellness (Clarke et al 2003; Rose, 2007b), and set the foundations for new forms 

of prediction and prevention typical of personalized medicine (Tutton, 2014). While the 

sociology and anthropology of biomedicine have focused on epistemologies, expectations, 

imaginaries and trends, little research has been devoted to the clinical uses of susceptibility 

genetics. Few such tests have become an integral part of the clinic routine. The studies that 
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have tackled this question in different contexts have mainly described situations in which 

practitioners have resisted (Hall, 2004; Weiner and Martin 2008) or marginalised (Cox and 

Starzomski, 2004; Will et al., 2010) changes to their entrenched ways of thinking and working 

that the adoption of susceptibility genetic testing would have entailed.  

 Non-rare thrombophilia (NRT) tests constitute a notable counter-example to 

other susceptibility genetic tests for common conditions, because they have become part of 

routine practice and have been very widely applied in medical routine of many Western 

countries. In France, according the National Agency of Biomedecine, they are the most 

common postnatal genetic analysis, with more than 140000 tests performed in 2014. 

Thrombophilia is the tendency to form blood clots, which may cause “venous 

thromboembolism” (VTE). VTE includes different conditions, from mild phlebitis to very 

severe and sometimes fatal pulmonary embolism and cerebral thrombosis. In the mid-90s, 

two genetic variants in the genes coding for Factor V (FV) and Factor II (FII) of coagulation 

were identified as inherited causes of thrombophilia. Since the variants were found 

respectively in 3-7% and 2-4% of the population of European descent, the term non-rare 

thrombophilia was introduced to describe the status of the carriers. Tests for these NRT 

variants were rapidly adopted in clinical practice to predict the risk of VTE recurrence, to 

determine the duration of anticoagulant treatment following a VTE incident (known as 

secondary prevention), and to inform preventative strategies in affected patients’ healthy 

relatives (known as primary prevention). Rather than rejecting genetic knowledge (Hall, 2004), 

clinicians from a variety of medical specialities actively adopted these tests in their practice; 

they thus appear to be at the forefront of test diffusion. The clinical uptake of this genetic 

information grew however contentious. Starting in the mid-2000s, their predictive capacity 

was shown to be much lower than expected. Alternative risk factors were suggested. Today, 

there is great variation in practitioners’ usage of the test and important discrepancies in 
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national guidelines. “Ordering thrombophilia tests is easy; determining whom to test and how 

to use the results is not” claimed a recent medical review article (Connors, 2017: 1177). 

 Adopting a diachronic approach, this paper describes the ways in which the 

regulation of these laboratory tests evolved over more than twenty years, from initial research 

settings to present routine contexts, at the intersection of clinical research and contingencies 

of medical practice. We pay particular attention to the original studies conducted by experts 

in thrombophilia, coming from different disciplines (cardiologists, haematologists, 

pulmonologists, internists, biologists), in order to evaluate the clinical value and utility of the 

tests. These studies were instrumental in devising professional regulation (guidelines and 

consensus statements) for test usage in routine medical practice. The scope of this article is 

limited to their use in the prediction/prevention of VTE, the most promising domain of 

application. 

 Our perspective on regulation draws on the sociology of objects (de Laet and 

Mol, 2000; Law, 2007). We consider the meanings and interconnexion of the test’s 

prescription in clinical settings as the point of departure of the analysis. In so doing, we analyse 

clinical utility of the tests not in a predefined way but as it is defined from their multiple 

meanings and uses. Three main features are central in analysing their regulatory trajectory: 

(1) the two epistemological interpretations of the tests - as a molecular determinant of 

disease, and as a multifactorial risk factor for VTE, (2) the diversity of the clinical contexts in 

which the tests are prescribed, (3) the type of clinical decisions attached to their use, mostly 

related to pharmacological treatments. First, whereas thrombophilia describes a biological 

dysfunction of the coagulation process, genetic tests are used to measure VTE related risks 

that have been quantified using population-level statistical models. The interpretation of NRT 

as a medical condition thus oscillates between a strong sense of causality (the variant as the 

molecular defect that causes the disease) and a much more flexible sense (the variant as one 

risk factor among others) that have contrasted impacts on possible definitions of the test 
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clinical value and utility. Second, a clear distinction between test use for secondary prevention 

in patients after a first VTE event and use for primary prevention in their healthy relatives has 

to be taken into consideration. For VTE patients, NRT tests are used to determine whether or 

not to prescribe long-term prophylaxis of anticoagulants, while asymptomatic persons, mostly 

women of reproductive age, are tested to manage at-risk situations, such as pregnancy and 

hormonal contraception. The clinical value and utility of these tests can thus be assessed both 

at the level of the individual patient (secondary prevention) and at the family level (primary 

prevention). Finally, while the tests have never been properly considered as pharmacogenetic 

tools associated with a specific drug, clinicians use them to make different treatment 

decisions, primarily the duration of an anticoagulant treatment and the prescription of a 

contraceptive pill. Once again, the meanings of these tests and their use are linked. If, for VTE 

patients, their clinical value and utility lie basically in the determination of the duration of 

blood-thinners, for healthy carriers they are linked to preventative strategies, such as 

treatments to take in at risk situations or treatments to avoid, such as hormonal contraception 

that may lead to thrombosis.  

In what follows, we first provide a theoretical section on the social studies of genetic 

susceptibility followed by the description of our research methodology. Our analysis then 

revolves around two chronological periods: first, the rapid clinical uptake of NRT tests after 

the discovery in the mid-90s of the genetic variants, and, second, beginning in the early 2000s, 

the adoption of new professional regulations based on contrasting definitions of what should 

count as clinical utility in VTE prevention.  

 

 

2. Genomic susceptibility in the clinical setting 

Foucauldian scholars have identified a new configuration of the power/knowledge 

nexus in medicine, which extends the clinical perspective from patients to healthy people, 
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from the pathological to the normal, from the clinic to the whole society (Armstrong, 1995; 

Petersen and Lupton, 1996). Genomic susceptibility has been framed as the most radical 

manifestation of a broadening medical trend towards the multiplication of biological 

indicators and risk factors; the possibility of intervening technically at the molecular level 

opens the way to new political forms of conceiving and governing life (Rabinow and Rose, 

2006; Rose, 2007a, 2007b). The importance of genetic susceptibility increased considerably 

when, at the turn of the 21st century, large biomedical research programs endorsed genome-

wide association studies to detect genetic factors that contribute to virtually every human 

disease, laying the ground for one of the main sources of the imaginary of “personalized 

medicine” (Tutton, 2014).  

The trajectories of genetic tests in medical practice have been investigated from a 

political and economic perspective, through the analysis of intellectual property rights 

(Hogarth et al., 2012, 2009) and of scientists’ networking activities and alliances, especially 

with the pharmacological industry (Hedgecoe, 2004). Another important body of work has 

been devoted to the ways in which genetic tests affect clinical discourse, practice and 

decision-making. The concept of “geneticisation” (Lippman, 1991) has been instrumental in 

opening the black box of genetic knowledge and discourse to social analysis. This thesis insists 

on the dominant, reductionist and deterministic dimension of genetic discourse and on its 

strong impact on the ways in which health problems are defined and managed. This 

constructionist perspective has inspired many empirical studies (see, for a review, Weiner et 

al. 2017), in which the influence of genetics in the clinics is understood as epistemological, 

that is, in terms of shifting aetiologies and the (re)classification of diseases (Bitsch and 

Stemerding, 2013; Hedgecoe, 2002, 2001). However, this focus on genetic reductionism tends 

to underestimate the ambiguity and uncertainty that characterizes clinical practices. Indeed, 

others have convincingly shown that the actual impact of genetic information and 
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technologies on nosology and on clinical judgment is often more limited than expected under 

the geneticisation thesis (Gaudillière, 2000; Kerr, 2000; Latimer et al., 2006). 

For common conditions, studies of clinical practice in different contexts have 

described how genetic susceptibility tests are often prescribed only as a second-line 

diagnostic tool and how their results are interpreted, both by health professionals and by 

patients and their relatives, as marginal risk factors compared to other clinical or behavioural 

signs (Cox and Starzomski 2004, Hall 2004; Wilde et al., 2010). Tenets of the geneticisation 

thesis have further been re-evaluated in light of the diversity of professional groups involved 

in the management of common diseases. The discrepancy between the dominant way of 

thinking implied by geneticisation and the remarkable variety in the medical specialties 

involved, their expertise, discourse and practices, mainly outside the professional jurisdiction 

of proper geneticists, has been highlighted (Weiner et al., 2017; Weiner and Martin, 2008). 

That being said, the power and attraction of the “genetic imaginary”, which also draws from 

the work of Jasanoff and Kim (2015) on “sociotechnical imaginaries”, remains intact and with 

it, “its framing of health problems as internal in origins and open to technological 

interventions” (Weiner et al. 2017: 391). To provide “a more accurate account of the 

contingency that geneticisation never adequately accounted for”, Arribas-Ayllon (2016: 138) 

has proposed an approach based on the concept of assemblage so as to go beyond the marked 

opposition between genetics and the clinic and explore the social ontology of genetics. 

In this paper, drawing on a similar approach, we analyze the professional regulation 

of NRT testing over time, as a dynamic and controversial process that is far from settled. 

Genetic information is studied as an object whose uses and meanings arise from the 

interaction between the standards of clinical research and the practical arrangements 

(alliances, frictions, ruptures…) necessary in a clinical context, that involve patients, at risk 

populations, but also other elements such as risk factors, biological and clinical indicators or 

pharmaceutical molecules. We also examine the ways in which the genetic imaginary and the 
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far from anecdotal notion that many diseases are ultimately rooted in biology, affect clinical 

practices. Indeed, we contend, with Rose, that “the dream of contemporary diagnostics of 

susceptibility is molecular precision, based on the identification of precise genomic variations 

whose products – a low activity enzyme, a defective transporter – form part of the pathway of 

the disease itself.” (Rose 2007b: 19).  

We examine how a core group of expert physicians on VTE has conceived and 

formalized the clinical applications of NRT genetic tests, since their discovery in the early 

nineties to the present. Indeed, other analytical frameworks based on the economy or on 

politics do not appear sufficient to provide convincing explanations for the widespread use of 

NRT tests. First, as described by Hogarth et al (2009), the impact of IP issues in the spreading 

of the NRT tests has been limited. The diffusion of the tests occurred even before the patent 

was granted and many laboratories use their local tests without triggering any notable legal 

action against patent infringement. Second, the relationship with pharmacogenetics 

proposed by Hedgecoe (2004) is also problematic. While the tests may be included in the 

decision-making process on the duration of an anticoagulant treatment, they have never been 

properly used as pharmacogenetic tools associated with a specific drug. Ultimately, our 

intention is to examine how these genetic tests, characterized by the lack of economic 

interests at stake, came to be regulated as part of a complex network of elements that define 

the nature and clinical management of VTE.  

 

 

3. Materials and method  

The work presented here is part of a larger project, that includes an ethnographic 

study of physicians from different specialties, practicing in a university hospital or as liberal 
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professionals in France, who prescribe NRT genetic tests 1 . This paper focuses on the 

regulatory issues raised and debated in the biomedical literature, in two of the clinical 

contexts in which these tests are used: the secondary prevention for patients with a history 

of VTE, and the primary prevention for women of reproductive age. Empirical materials come 

from different sources: a review of clinical research on the utility of these tests; a review of 

guidelines and consensus statements from medical associations as well as recent medical 

decision-support tools designed for the clinical contexts in which these tests are usually 

prescribed; interviews with members of the core group of physicians who contributed actively 

both to research and to its translation into professional guidelines.  

The collection of biomedical literature was based on articles listed in PubMed in 

English from 1990 to 2017, by using the following Medical Subject Headings (MSeH) terms or 

terms in Title/abstract as keywords: “thromboembolism” or “venous thrombosis”, ‘inherited” 

or “hereditary thrombophilia”, “diagnosis”, “prevention” or “risk factors”, “review” or 

“practice”. We narrowed down the hundreds of resulting items by excluding any relation with 

“cancer”, “surgery”, “arterial thrombosis”, “surgical” or “surgery”, “purpura”. Reviews, 

commentaries, and articles with a general title or content oriented to practice were selected. 

A manual research of references supplemented the electronic research. The selected articles 

were 14 literature reviews (1993 to 2017), including 5 meta-analyses (2000-2009), and 14 

commentaries and debate articles (1999-2016).  

The literature on the regulation of medical practice referred essentially to guidelines 

and consensus statements on the prevention of VTE in English, Italian or French, from 2000 

to the present. We found thirteen guidelines or consensus statements issued by French, 

                                                        
1 The research was evaluated and approved by the Institutional Review Board of the French 
Institute of Medical Research and Health – IRB00003888. 
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Italian, British, US or international associations during this period.2 To this, we added three 

recent score systems to assist decision-making (Vienna prediction model, 2010; DASH score, 

2012; HERDOO2 score, 2008).  

The literature analysis was completed with 13 in-depth interviews of key authors from 

the core interdisciplinary group who contributed most actively to research and debate around 

NRT genetic tests. They include nine physicians from different specialties (internal medicine, 

pulmonology, haematology, cardiology and epidemiology) and four researchers (biochemists 

and geneticists) from France, Italy, the Netherlands, and Sweden. 

 

 

4. Before NRT: Rare thrombophilia as a single-gene disease  

In 1965, the Norwegian biologist, Olav Egeberg, identified the first dysfunction in a 

blood protein - a deficiency in antithrombin- associated with VTE in a family with several 

members affected by severe and recurrent episodes. The molecular search for other blood 

coagulation dysfunctions accelerated in the early 80s, when two additional forms of rare 

familial thrombophilia (deficiencies in protein C and protein S) were identified by teams of 

physicians and biochemists (see, for a review, De Stefano, Finazzi, & Mannucci, 1996). In a 

typical instantiation of post-war biomedicine, biology helped develop molecular tools for the 

clinic while pathological manifestations in patients were instrumental in unravelling the 

complex molecular pathways of haemostasis and of the regulation of coagulation. 

The practical consequences of this discovery proved however to be limited. These 

molecular anomalies could be found in only 8% of VTE patients. Further, since most of these 

                                                        
2 More precisely, French Consensus Guidelines (2009), Italian Consensus Guidelines (2004; 
2017), British Committee for Standards in Haematology (2010), National Institute for Health and 
Clinical Excellence (2012), American College of Medical Geneticists (2001), American College of 
Chest Physicians (2008; 2012; 2016), Evaluation of Genomic Applications in Practice and 
Prevention Working Group (2010), Anticoagulation Forum (2016), and International Consensus 
Statement (2005; 2013). 
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patients had a strong familial history of VTE with a clear Mendelian pattern of inheritance, the 

presence of a mutation could be hypothesized before its molecular identification. Yet, this 

strong alignment between biological and pathological phenotypes contributed to an 

understanding of thrombophilia as the biological cause behind the pathogenesis of VTE. 

Protein C deficiency, for example, was deemed “an autosomal dominant trait with variable 

expressivity” (Broekmans, Veltkamp, & Bertina, 1983, p. 340). 

Mutations replaced the body’s anatomical regions as the terrain where the clinical 

perspective could locate the pathology’s origin (Hogan, 2013), even if their expressivity could 

be variable. Interestingly, the actual clinical management of the mutations was partly at odds 

with a causative interpretation. If the sole presence of the mutation would have been deemed 

responsible for VTE, all carriers would have been treated the same way to prevent VTE. In 

practice, individual carriers were systematically put on lifelong preventive anticoagulant 

treatments only after a first VTE episode, but healthy carriers were only treated during at-risk 

situations (pregnancy, puerperium or hormonal contraception). This clinical choice was 

grounded on a combination of practical and clinical reasons 

 

Even though thrombotic episodes may occur spontaneously [in healthy 

carriers of congenital thrombophilia], the cost and risk of lifelong 

anticoagulant therapy, and the likelihood of poor patient compliance, 

makes this approach unrealistic (De Stefano, Finazzi, & Mannucci 1996, p. 

3358). 

 

The detection of a mutation was thus not sufficient to justify prevention practices; 

additional clinical indications were mobilized.  
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5. Identification of NRT: a transitory alignment of medical practice and clinical 

epidemiology 

In 1994 and 1996, a Dutch group, based in Leiden, identified variants in two genes coding 

respectively for the coagulation factor V and factor II in families with several members 

affected by recurrent VTE episodes (Bertina et al., 1994; Poort et al., 1996). The discovery 

elicited, according to the words of a physician, “great enthusiasm, because […] we thought 

‘Now, we have practically discovered the root of every thrombosis’” (cardiologist #12). These 

mutations – referred to respectively as the Factor V Leiden mutation and the Prothrombin 

G20210/A mutation – proved indeed to be much more frequent than the previous molecular 

defects identified. More than 25% of all VTE patients tested positive. The shift was deemed 

important enough to coin a new term to refer to these mutation carriers, “non-rare 

thrombophilia” (NRT). 

From the standpoint of clinicians, the continuity between rare and non-rare 

thrombophilia was complete. Epistemologically, NRT mutations were interpreted as causing 

the VTE episodes. Practically, this meant that the clinical management of NRT patients and 

NRT healthy relatives was similar to that described for rare thrombophilia. To put it simply, 

NRT was considered as common rare thrombophilia. 

 

“At the time, we didn't distinguish between someone with an antithrombin 

deficiency and with a Leiden mutation, we put this Leiden mutation at the 

same level of risk and finally, very quickly, the doctors, at the time, decreed 

that when you have a Leiden mutation, ... it's a risk factor for relapse and we 

will have this patient under medication during his whole lifetime. And in 

addition, we will have to do family screenings to identify who has and who 

doesn't have the mutation, with the assumption that those who have the 
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mutation, we're going to have to be very careful, those who don't have it are 

not at risk.” (pulmonologist #4) 

 

These discoveries also supported the emerging epidemiological trend in biomedical 

research on thrombophilia. Starting in the late 80s, this statistical and population-based 

approach introduced a new topic for research and generated new forms of knowledge 

produced on thrombophilia. The goal was not only to find new dysfunctions in severely 

affected families, but also to understand the incidence and penetrance of the several known 

genetic and biological anomalies and their eventual combinations in patients with milder 

forms of thrombophilia.  

 

“The point was no longer ‘searching for and characterising the molecular 

defect of anti-thrombin to grasp how coagulation works’. Research became 

rather a problem of epidemiology, of public health.” (Internist #7).  

 

The type of individuals included in the studies also changed. Whereas the discovery of 

both rare and non-rare thrombophilia had relied on a few severely affected families, large 

samples of either unrelated VTE patients or carriers’ relatives compared to healthy controls, 

became the new tools required to assess the clinical relevance and the incidence of the 

molecular defects. The European Prospective Cohort (EPCOT) study (Vossen et al., 2005) was 

one of the first and most influential studies of the kind. Launched in 1993, just before the 

identification of NRT mutations, it was immediately used to search for the newly discovered 

mutations and contributed to their characterization. 

Clinical epidemiology studies were able to reveal the high prevalence of the FV and 

FII mutations not only among VTE patients but also in the general, non-affected, population 

(about 10%). In other words, if clinical epidemiology helped turn the search for thrombophilia 
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into a much more widely applicable approach (mutations being much more frequently 

identified in VTE patients), it also produced evidence that weakened its clinical relevance. 

Instead of being the cause of a deterministic pathogenic process, a given genetic mutation 

had to be understood, in the words of an interviewee, as “just another risk factor” among 

many others – either environmental, genetic or acquired – all included in a multifactorial 

model. The Multiple Environmental and Genetic Assessment (MEGA), for example, was a large 

case-control study that recruited and followed over ten thousand people between 1999 and 

2004 in order to understand the incidence of inherited and acquired risk factors.  

If this conception of VTE as a multigenic condition was a turning point in redefining 

“inherited thrombophilia from a very rare genetic disorder to a highly prevalent trait” 

(Middeldorp 2016), the multifactorial interpretation of VTE aetiology remained, at that time, 

very genetically oriented. The Presidential Address at the International Congress of 

Haemostasis and Thrombosis, delivered in 1997 by the clinical epidemiologist and co-

discoverer of both FV and FII mutation, Frits Rosendaal, is a telling illustration of this 

ambivalence. 

 

“When the first coagulation defects that underlie thrombophilia were 

discovered, such as, deficiencies of antithrombin, protein C, and protein S, 

thrombosis was considered a single-gene defect. Since the first families 

studied were those with the most pronounced thrombophilia, […], it is 

understandable that for some time one defect was thought sufficient for 

thrombosis. Of course, the risk in these families was so high because they 

harboured several defects. Since not every person with a deficiency developed 

thrombosis, this single-gene model was abandoned.” (Rosendaal 1999, p. 

1170) 
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This excerpt is insightful for at least two reasons. First, the criticism that Rosendaal 

addresses to his colleagues reveals that it was common, at that time, to understand NRT as 

resulting from single-gene defects. Second, while insisting on the transition in the 

interpretation of thrombophilia from monogenic pathologies to multi-genic ones, this quote 

does not downplay the importance of genetics. Rather, the insistence on gene-gene and, 

later in the address, on gene-environment interactions, lent support to the idea that 

genetics is the baseline of VTE aetiology (for similar analysis, see Hedgecoe 2001; Weiner 

and Martin 2008). Another pioneer of the use of epidemiology in vascular disease from the 

USA presented blood clotting disorders as a multigenic condition, i.e. resulting from a set of 

mutations which affect different proteins involved in haemostasis and coagulation. 

 

“The pathogenesis of thrombosis is complex. (…) We suggest that thrombophilia 

resulted from more genetic mutations in several genes that encoded proteins in the clotting 

mechanism.” (Miletich et al. 1993, p. 477) 

 

In many respects, this genetically-oriented version of the multifactorial model proved 

to be compatible with a deterministic interpretation used in clinical practice for managing 

thrombotic patients. An informant puts it very clearly: “We were convinced that we would 

have irrefutable markers, which alone would allow us to identify at risk patients” 

(pulmonologist #1). Thrombophilia could be understood both as a risk factor and as a 

determinant pathogenic cause of VTE. These two conceptions co-existed for several years. 

Most of the physicians we interviewed had been involved in epidemiological research 

assessing the predictive value of NRT mutations and, simultaneously, had prescribed the tests 

and interpreted positive results as a conclusive explanation for a VTE accident. Far from 

triggering major frictions, this flexibility of the interpretative framework contributed to the 

prompt exponential uptake of the NRT genetic tests described by our informants and a few 
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biomedical papers (e.g. Laberge et al. 2009). Among our interviewees, the only physician who 

did not prescribe NRT tests in the 90s had an education in both epidemiology and 

haematology. He admitted that his choice of not using NRT tests for VTE patients was isolated 

and “schizophrenic”, given that the laboratory of the university hospital to which he was 

affiliated carried out many thrombophilia tests for other hospitals and colleagues.  

Joint research projects across different specialities (including VTE clinicians, biologists, 

geneticists and clinical epidemiologists) and a relative disconnection between research and 

clinical practice objectives have converged to produce a transitory alignment of professional 

interests that fostered the clinical uptake of genetic susceptibility tests.  

 

 

6. The crisis of NRT test predictive capacity and clinical utility 

The rise of statistical modelling to identify clinically relevant predictors of VTE episodes 

boosted clinical epidemiological research. Despite initially encouraging results, the prediction 

capacity of NRT grew very controversial. Two prospective studies conducted in the US and in 

Italy (Ridker et al., 1995; Simioni et al., 1997) lent support to the clinical utility of NRT. Two 

others conducted in Austria and in Sweden (Eichinger et al., 1997; Lindmarker et al., 1999) 

concluded that the recurrence rate of VTE among carriers and non-carriers of NRT “was not 

statistically different” (Lindmarker et al., 1999, p. 684). The detection of NRT mutations did 

not justify the choice of preventative, long-term anticoagulant treatment and its correlated 

increase in haemorrhagic risk. Finally, three systematic reviews published from 2006 to 2009 

settled the question, by reaching the same conclusion: the predictive capacity of NRT was too 

low to justify preventative treatment in patients after a first VTE accident and in their healthy 

relatives who carried the same mutations (Ho et al., 2006; Marchiori et al., 2007; Segal et al., 

2009). At best, studies concluded that “it is unknown whether testing for FVL or FII mutation 

improves outcomes in adults with VTE or in family members of those with a mutation” and, so, 
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“the incremental value of testing individuals with VTE for these mutations (NRT) is uncertain” 

(Segal et al. 2009).  

During the same period, clinical research identified other factors that could be used 

to assess the risk of VTE recurrences. A Canadian double-bind randomized clinical trial 

demonstrated that a first episode of VTE in the absence of known risk factors (“idiopathic 

thrombosis”) was effective (much more than NRT) in determining a patient’s need for 

prolonged anticoagulation (Kearon et al., 1999). An Italian trial demonstrated that a small 

protein present in the blood during blood clot degradation (D-Dimer) could be more relevant 

than NRT tests to decide the optimal duration of blood thinner treatment (Palareti et al., 

2006). This had a deep impact on the meaning and uses of NRT tests.  

  

“In the beginning, we had the idea that the V Leiden could be an element in 

identifying people with a high risk of recurrence who should be treated over 

a long time. But in the end, this fantasy has also been shattered because, if 

we include large cohorts of patients, we find a statistical correlation between 

V Leiden and relapse, but this correlation is too small to have an impact, in 

terms of individual management” (hematologist #5) 

 

Baglin (2003), an influential British clinician, proposed to downgrade NRT variants 

from “mutations” to “polymorphisms”, to emphasize that they do not necessarily have a 

negative impact on health. Some years later, Rosendaal claimed more bluntly that the impact 

of the tests on the clinical management of VTE was negligible and, accordingly, suggested a 

change in the direction of clinical research, which “should focus on acquired factors because 

they may be more amenable to removal or treatment than genetic factors” (Rosendaal 2010: 

1689).  
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By 2010, this position was endorsed by many medical associations and working 

groups, especially in North America and the United Kingdom. In its 2012 guidelines, the British 

Committee for Standards in Haematology left little room for NRT testing; they should only be 

prescribed for patients with a strong family history of unprovoked recurrent episodes. The 

fact that the committee further acknowledged that it was “not possible to give a validated 

recommendation as to how such patients (and families) should be selected” (Baglin et al. 2010, 

210) did however leave room for test prescriptions. Even more radical, the American College 

of Chest Physicians (ACCP), a world-recognized instantiation of Evidence-Based Medicine 

(EBM) with rigorous methods grounded on updated literature, has not even considered NRT 

for VTE patients since the 9th edition of its clinical recommendations for antithrombic therapy 

(Kearon et al., 2012).  

The algorithms created to assist decision-making on anti-coagulant treatment 

duration after an unprovoked VTE event also drew on this approach. HERDO2 (Rodger et al., 

2008), the Vienna prediction model (Eichinger et al., 2010), the DASH prediction score 

(Tosetto et al., 2012) included biological and clinical indicators, such as age, sex, D-Dimer level, 

hormonal therapy status, skin pigmentation or obesity, but not NRT. Clinical utility, defined in 

purely statistical terms, was given precedence over the potential biological explanation 

associated with the genetic mutations. The factors included in the scores were those 

identified as good predictors in a multifactorial linear regression model, even if their 

mechanisms of action remained unexplained. The predictors could consequently vary, 

depending on the type of data used to build the model, the factors included and the event to 

be predicted– a first VTE episode or a relapse.  

An issue with abandoning NRT tests was the risk of overlooking mutation carriers in 

asymptomatic family members. If epidemiological studies in healthy relatives suggested a very 

low incidence of VTE, the perception of the clinical utility of these detections varied. To some, 

testing VTE patients (secondary prevention) becomes a good strategy to identify heathy, 
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thrombophilic people (primary prevention). As Simioni and colleagues (2002: 1938) pointed 

out, "[NRT testing] had the potential to identify those asymptomatic carriers who might 

benefit from thromboprophylaxis during risk periods”. To others, the risk of VTE was so low 

that it did not justify any screening, not even during at risk situations (e.g. Middeldorp et al., 

2001). Also, by testing healthy people, one runs the risk of labelling people, generating 

unnecessary anxiety and possibly insurance and employment discrimination.  

Even if guidelines generally envisage NRT tests for women before/during pregnancy 

or hormonal contraception, these tests are usually proposed as a second-line investigation for 

those women who have a family history (FH) of (idiopathic) VTE. From a prediction 

perspective, reconstructing the family history of VTE turned out to be a more efficient strategy 

than testing NRT, particularly in the context of primary prevention. The 9th edition of the ACCP 

guidelines on VTE, thrombophilia and pregnancy stressed the importance of FH over that of 

NRT. The authoritative clinical guidance of the Anticoagulation Forum, a US medical 

organisation devoted to providing updated information on best practice, has an even more 

radical position on this subject, as it envisages NRT tests only in very exceptional cases.  

 

“Thrombophilia testing is not indicated in most family members of patients 

with VTE, as appropriate decisions regarding use of prophylaxis in high-risk 

situations and choice of contraceptive methods can be made on the basis of 

FH alone.” (Stevens et al. 2016, p. 162).  

 

In the same vein, some clinicians advocate replacing NRT tests entirely with FH, 

considered a better tool for grasping the inherited susceptibility to VTE.  

 

"[FH] is more important than what we will find with biology. In other words, 

what we can find with the biological analyses is only a tip of the iceberg and, 
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After all, clinicians have had, for decades, the intuition that family history is 

an important information.” (Pneumologist#4).  

 

The “new” genetic tests could be replaced by the “old” family history. In fact, the adoption of 

the old at the expense of the new, has followed a more erratic pathway. The resilience of NRT 

tests, routinely performed over the years, has been remarkable. 

 

 

7. The resilience of NRT test  

The medical community had unanimously agreed to rationalize the use of NRT tests 

so as to avoid prescribing them on a routine basis. And yet the recommendations to 

completely discard them, or to limit their use to exceptional occasions, met with strong 

resistance. Indeed, the French, Italian and international guidelines were less radical: NRT tests 

could be considered in certain contexts, if the decision to test is justified by any one of three 

complementary and partially overlapping reasons. 

The first one concerns the most complex decision that clinicians have to make for their 

VTE patients, namely the duration of their anticoagulant treatment. While the utility of finding 

one NRT mutation in deciding on treatment duration was progressively recognized as 

negligible, making a treatment decision was easier when patients bore two copies of these 

mutations. A review essay on clinical biology of thrombophilia published as a complement of 

the French medical guidelines drew a new line between so-called mild (the heterozygous 

forms of FVL and FII mutations) and severe (homozygous or double heterozygous forms of FV 

/ FII) NRT (Alhenc-Gelas et al., 2009, p. 1). In this framework, a severe form of NRT remained 

a valid reason for extending the duration of the anticoagulant treatment; testing for NRT was 

a way of identifying these severe forms. Thus, prescribing a NRT test made it possible to 

remove a small but symbolically important proportion of patients – severe NRT is rare - from 
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the uncomfortable “grey zone” in which uncertainty regarding a treatment decision cannot 

be technologically reduced; in other words, NRT tests became tools that made it possible to 

“leave nothing unexplored”. 

 

“Those who defend their use [of NRT tests] do so on the basis of the clinician’s 

freedom to go through every available clue to diagnose the disease, and leave 

nothing unexplored. At the clinical level, it means that you stay on the 

patient’s side and ideally draw a list of all good and bad things (a list of risk 

and protective factors). And frankly, there is a grey zone, patients for which 

you don't know how to decide, and in that grey zone you have to involve the 

patient in the decision: well this is my clinical practice.” (internist#7) 

 

This citation highlights that the clinician should be free to search for even the most negligible 

clues, an action which responds to patients concern. Along these lines, a second reason for 

prescribing NRT tests is their molecular nature and the corollary interpretation of test results 

as data that provide an aetiology of the disease. 

 

“Doctors always want to know why their patients have developed VTE and the 

identification of an underlying thrombophilic condition can be in many cases a 

satisfactory explanation.” (Simioni 2006, 337) 

 

NRT tests produce quantitative, reliable and reproducible information on the 

patient’s biology that may indicate the presence of a congenital defect in the coagulation 

process. Despite its poor capacity to predict VTE, this information is deemed capable of solving 

“the problem of understanding why this particular patient has developed thrombosis” 

(haematologist, #9), a problem that clinical epidemiology simply does not address. As 
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compared to other risk factors, NRT genetic tests appear as the only type of knowledge that 

can provide clinicians with data substantiating individualized causes of disease, thus 

responding to both doctors’ and patients' often vivid quest for explanations. Here, the genetic 

imaginary and its framing of health problems as internal in origin meet the clinician’s 

preoccupations, fuelled by their regular personal encounters with patients. It entitles 

clinicians to give biology priority over statistics.  

Third, as mentioned earlier, another reason advanced for testing patients with VTE 

for thrombophilia was the possibility of testing his/her female relatives and identifying 

asymptomatic carriers for whom preventive measures can be taken, especially during 

pregnancy, and when making contraceptive choices.  

 

And I advocate [the use of NRT test] not so much because it ends up weighing 

heavily on my choices for a patient [who has had a thromboembolic accident], 

because that choice depends fundamentally on the clinical manifestation of 

thrombosis and the acquired risk factors that have determined the event; but I 

advocate it also because that piece of information can be useful for the relatives 

of that person. Undoubtedly, a girl, let’s take an example, who knows she is 

thrombophilic will not take the pill and she will monitor her pregnancy. (internist 

#11) 

 

In contrast with the statistical measurement of clinical utility, evaluated only through 

effects on the person initially tested, clinicians insisted on the preventive clinical actions that 

were made available for their female relatives and pleaded for a broader definition of clinical 

utility. The prevention of VTE in women of reproductive age is increasingly used to legitimise 

the controversial prescription of NRT tests for VTE management. 
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8. Conclusions 

The use of genomic profiles to predict and prevent future on-set of common diseases has 

been one of the main promises of personalized medicine over the last twenty years. Still, few 

investigations have so far been conducted to characterize their impact on medical practice. 

This paper aimed to make an empirical contribution to such investigations by studying the 

trajectory of one of the molecular genetic tests most frequently prescribed in Western 

countries over 25 years. The evolution of test’s use and of its professional regulation we have 

described, sheds an interesting light on the various meanings of the tests for the professional 

but also on what can counts as clinical utility for a genetic susceptibility test.  

At first, newly discovered NRT was interpreted in exactly the same way as the older rare and 

monogenic thrombophilia: as genetic defects responsible for engendering a VTE episode. 

Their use in clinical contexts was identical, on a larger scale. In the meantime, the 

epistemological status of the mutations had become more complicated. The rising importance 

of clinical epidemiology in the field introduced a new multifactorial model of disease, under 

which NRT mutations were considered as just another risk factor for VTE and were no longer 

treated as molecular lesions causing the disease. Yet, because genetics remained central to 

this multifactorial model, the two conceptions co-existed and even provided a flexible 

framework that contributed to the prompt exponential uptake of the tests. However, the 

accumulation of epidemiological studies over a 10-year period ultimately fuelled the 

controversy over their clinical utility. EBM promoters recommended the tests be abandoned 

in favour of alternative indicators (biological, clinical or demographic) associated with higher 

clinical utility, defined in purely individual-based statistical terms. Others claimed that 

additional situations specific to the clinical needs in the context of prevention justified the use 

of these tests and pleaded for an enlarged definition of evidence and utility. 
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Far from universalizing the example of NRT tests, this case study gives stimulating 

insights on the multiple ways in which genomic susceptibility is being understood and 

integrated in clinical settings. In order better to grasp the constantly evolving trajectory of the 

regulation of these tests, we analyse them as dynamic and relational entities whose features 

change over time. In particular, we identified three main, intertwining reasons contributing to 

the controversy on professional regulation of NRT testing in clinical practice. The first one 

concerns the importance of the association between a marker and a medical treatment 

decision. Consistently with previous studies on other genetic tests (notably Hedgecoe, 2004), 

allied concerns, especially drug prescriptions, were instrumental in the adoption of NRT tests, 

initially to assist decision-making on anticoagulant treatment duration, and later to decide on 

oral hormonal contraception. The second and most innovative dynamics concerns the role 

played by the implicit interpretation of causality. What makes NRT tests a diagnostic tool 

difficult to replace despite their very low capacity to predict a VTE event, is that even mild 

forms of NRT maintain a link with VTE aetiology. Contrary to other predictive signs, NRT tests 

help clarify the way mutations interfere in the biological processes of disease aetiology. A 

positive test result can thus hardly be understood as just another risk factor among many 

others, especially in the clinical prevention of a very unpredictable and potentially severe 

condition - VTE. This is an important reason for both the rapid uptake of these tests, and the 

main obstacle in closing the current controversy over their relevance in managing VTE 

relapses. This putative link with causality makes genetics, to some, cumbersome and 

ineffective and, to others, an irreplaceable tool in identifying rare but severe conditions for 

which prevention may be crucial or to support frequent but uncomfortable prescription 

decisions. This is also related to the third process: the move from patients to healthy relatives. 

Testing VTE patients is advocated as a way of identifying people at risk in the general 

population, who are then encouraged to adopt preventative measures, ranging from 
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pharmacological treatments during pregnancy, to small surgical operations and behaviour 

choices such as avoiding contraceptive pills, long-haul air travel or obesity.  

Presented in the mid-90’s as paving the way towards personalized medicine, NRT 

genetic tests have come to be considered, at the end of the first decade of the millennium, as 

an old and ineffective diagnostic device and the symbol of a medical professional freedom, 

opposed to the new and radical aspirations of EBM. Our study nonetheless shows that such a 

story downplays the struggle for what should count as clinical utility in prevention practices 

and the clinician’s perspective on the various roles that a genetic test can potentially play in 

their practice. Interestingly, the story could also be told from the perspective of the 

geneticisation thesis, as EBM’s struggle against the imposition of genetics’s reductionist 

reality on the clinic. Once again, our detailed account proposes an alternative narrative under 

which context-specific clinical values and utilities are crafted and defended by clinicians to 

meet their practical needs, in a context of powerful genetic imaginary and its framing of health 

problem as internal in origins. 
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